ABSTRACT In order to explore the impact of different memory modules under the framework of memory network for aspect level sentiment classification, we use convolutional neural networks (CNN) and bidirectional long short term memory (BiLSTM) to design four kinds of memory network models in this paper. The first model uses CNN for building a memory module, which is capable of capturing local information in documents. The second uses BiLSTM for building another memory module, which captures sequence information in documents. At the same time, the following two models use CNN and BiLSTM for building memory module--one builds a hierarchical neural network by using CNN and BiLSTM for building memory module, which combines both local and sequence information together. The other, respectively, uses CNN and BiLSTM for building two memory modules, respectively, which captures local information and sequence information through different modules. And then, we combine the final representations, which are generated from the different memory networks, for further sentiment classification. Experiments on laptop and restaurant datasets demonstrate that our four methods achieving better results than MemNet. In particular, the latter two models achieve better performance than the first two models and feature-based support vector machine approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
Opinions are key influence to almost all of our activities, since whenever we need to make a decision, e.g., when we purchase products, we want to know others' opinions. Nowadays, many people show their opinions on the Internet, which is beneficial for researchers to devise automatic procedures to identify whether these textual reviews/opinions are positive or negative. Mining opinions from these texts is known as sentiment analysis, which is a special task of text classification whose objective is to automatically classify a document according to the sentiment polarities of opinions which contains, e.g., positive or negative, like or dislike [1] - [3] .
Aspect level sentiment classification is a fine-grained task in the field of sentiment analysis. Since it provides more complete and in-depth results [4] , [5] . The sentiment polarity of a sentence depends on not only the content but also the aspect. For example, in sentence ''USB3 Peripherals are noticably less expensive than the ThunderBolt ones'', there are two aspects, ''USB3 Peripherals'' and ''ThunderBolt'', and the sentiment polarity of ''ThunderBolt '' is negative while ''USB3 Peripherals'' is positive. Most existing works use machine learning algorithms, and build sentiment classifier from sentences with manually annotated polarity labels. One of the most successful approaches in literature is feature based SVM [6] . Experts could design effective feature templates and make use of external resources like parser and sentiment lexicons. In recent years, neural network approaches are drawing growing attention capacity on learning powerful text representation from data [7] , [8] . Nguyen and Shirai proposed a method which is an extension of RNN (Recursive Neural Network) that takes both dependency and constituent trees of a sentence into account [9] . Futher more, neural networks combined with attention mechanisms gaining much popularity on aspect level sentiment classification [10] - [12] . Attention-based LSTM, which can concentrate on different parts of a sentence when different aspects are taken as input, is proposed by Wang et al. [13] . Target-Dependent LSTM (TD-LSTM) and Target-Connection LSTM are proposed by Tang [14] , the relatedness of a target word with its context words is taken into account in the model. It selects the relevant parts of contexts to infer the sentiment polarity towards the target.
Memory network is a general machine learning framework introduced by Weston [15] . Its central idea is inference with a long-term memory component, which could be read, written to, and jointly learned with the goal of using it for prediction. In 2016, Tang et al. [16] proposed to use memory network for aspect level sentiment classification, which captures importance of context words. It is verified that the proposed approach performs better than LSTM architectures. However, local information and sequence information from original sentence are not taken into account, and it only uses the sequence of word vectors as memory module.
In order to further explore impact of different memory modules for aspect level sentiment classification, we use CNN and BiLSTM for designing four kinds of memory network models in this paper. The first model uses CNN for building a memory module, which is capable of capturing local information in documents. The second model uses BiLSTM for building another memory module, which is capable of capturing sequence information in documents. And at the same time, the following two models use CNN and BiLSTM for building memory module -one of them builds a hierarchical neural network by using CNN and BiLSTM to build memory module, which combines both local and sequence information together the other one of them respectively uses CNN and BiLSTM for building two memory networks, Then we combine the final representations together, which are generated from the different memory networks, for further sentiment classification. which captures local information and sequence information through different modules. Experimental results show that our method outperforms most of the baseline methods and the state-of-the art approaches. The main contribution of this work are as follows: a) Under the framework of deep memory network, we use CNN and BiLSTM for designing different memory modules for aspect level sentiment classification. b) A novel memory network framework is proposed.
We respectively use CNN and BiLSTM for building double memory modules, which captures local information and sequence information through different modules. Then we combine the final representations, which are generated from the different memory networks, for further sentiment classification. c) The experimental results demonstrate that our models achieve better performance comparing with the model only using the input words vectors as memory module. Especially, the last two models achieve better performance. At the same time it is proved that using CNN and BiLSTM to build memory module at the same time is effective.
II. RELATED WORK
This work is connected to four research areas in natural language processing. We briefly describe related studies in each area. 
A. CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORKS (CNN)
In recent years, Convolutional Neural Network(CNN) has been widely applied to many areas and achieved remarkable success [17] - [19] . It studies the input local feature and captures important feature information mainly through convolutional layer and pooling layer. In natural language processing tasks, CNN does not require a lot of pre-processing operation on texts, which substantially reduces the work of feature engineering. As is shown in Figure 2 , CNN mainly involves input layer, convolutional layer, pooling layer and fully connected layer. The input layer is a vector representation for the input data. For a given sentence of length n, the input layer matrix can be represented as following:
Where d is the word vector dimension. the convolutional layer using different filters convolve the input matrix, extracts local features and obtains feature vector map of convolutional kernels, which is shown in formula 2:
Where x is the word vector matrix of convolutional kernel windows, W is the weight matrix, b is a bias term and f is a activation function for convolutional kernels. Pooling layer is a important neural layers for CNN, For the feature vector graph obtained by the convolutional layer, we can extract important feature by negative-sampling operation for the feature vector graph through pooling layer. Simultaneously, the pooling layer can output a fixed-size matrix. We can VOLUME 6, 2018 get an output having same dimensions for sentence inputs of different lengths and convolutional kernels of different sizes through pooling layer, and then those outputs can be passed to a fully connected layer and get the final classification results.
B. LONG SHORT-TERM MEMORY (LSTM)
In feed-forward or recurrent networks, when the computational graph becomes very deep, the neural network optimization algorithm will face a problem of long-term dependence -because the deeper structure makes the model lose the ability to learn the previous information, making optimization extremely difficult. This problem is more prominent in RNNs. The Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) and its derivatives can address this problem well [20] - [22] . The basic architecture of LSTM is illustrated in Figure 2 .
For the t-th word in a sentence, the LSTM takes as input the word embedding x t , the previous output h t−1 and cell state C t−1 and computes the next output h t and cell state C t . The detailed computation process is as follow:
where σ (·) denotes the logistic sigmoid function. The operation denotes the element-wise vector product. At each time step t, there are an input gate i t , a forget gate f t , an output gate o t , a memory cell C t and a hidden unit h t , h 0 and C 0 can be initialized to 0 and the parameters of the LSTM is W , U , b.
C. ATTENTION
Inspired by human visual attention, the attention mechanism which is introduced into the Encoder-Decoder framework to select the reference words in source language for words in target language and in machine translation, is proposed by Bahdanau et al. [23] . It is also used in image caption generation and natural language question answering [24] , [25] . It is known that not all words or sentences contribute equally to these work. In order to capture the crucial components over different semantic levels, many research introduce attention mechanism to document classification and aspect level sentiment classification. Attention based hierarchical neural network was proposed for document classification [26] . It applies attention mechanisms at the word-and sentencelevel, which make the model to pay more or less attention to individual words and sentences when constructing the representation of the document. Chen proposed a hierarchical neural network which incorporate user and product information via word and sentence level attention sentiment classification [27] .
D. MEMORY NETWORKS
Recently, Weston introduced memory networks as an inference components combined with a long-term memory component [15] , this memory can be read and written. Memory network architecture consists of an array of objects called memory m and four components I, G, O and R. where m is an array of objects such as an array of vectors. Among these four components, input was convert to internal feature representation. G updates old memories with new input, and O generates an output representation given a new input and the current memory state, and R outputs a response based on the output representation. Motivated by the success of memory network in many NLP field [28] , [29] , Tang introduced a deep memory network model named as MemNet for aspect level sentiment classification [16] It used the sequence of word vectors as memory module and adopted the multiple attentions as computational layers to read and write memory modules. Chen used the Bidirectional LSTM(BiLSTM) for building the memory module and adopted the multiple attentions with a GRU network to read memory information [30] .
III. METHODOLOGY
In this section, we describe our models in detail. Firstly, the task definition and notation are given. Afterwards, we give an overview of the framework of memory network. Lastly, we give four strategies to build memory cell from input sentence and give a brief introduce to how to evaluate aspectlevel sentiment classification.
A. TASK DEFINITION AND NOTATIONS
We represent a review as a sentence S with n words S = {w 1 , w 2 , · · · , w i , . . . w n } ,where w i is an aspect word. Aspectlevel sentiment classification aims to infer the numeric rating (1-5 or 1-10 stars) or sentiment polarity(positive, neutral, negative) of these reviews towards the aspect w i according to their text information. For example, the sentiment polarity of sentence ''Best of all is the warm vibe, the owner is super friendly and service is fast'' towards aspect ''vibe'' and ''service'' is both positive. When dealing with a text corpus, we use word2vec to embed each word into a low-dimensional, continuous and real-valued semantic space L ∈ R d×|V | where d is the dimension of word vectors and |V | is the vocabulary size.
B. AN OVERVIEW OF THE APPROACH
The basic structure of our method is the same as MemNet proposed by Tang et al. [16] , one difference between our model and MemNet is which we redesign four kinds of memory models by using CNN and BiLSTM. In order to better introduce our work, the basic structure of MemNet is described in Figure 3 , which consist of four modules: embedding layer, memory cell, multiple computational layers and Softmax layer. In every computational layer, we take aspect vector as input to adaptively select important slice from memory module output through attention layer. The computational layer's output and the linear transformation of aspect vector are summed and the result is considered as the input of next computational layer.
Taking an embedding layer output as external memory m and an aspect vector v as computational layer's input, the attention model outputs a continuous vector vec. The output vector is computed as a weighted sum of each piece of memory in m, namely
where α i measures the importance for each piece of memory m i for current sentence and k is the memory size. For each piece of memory m i we compute its semantic relatedness with aspect, the score function is defined as:
where W H is weight matrices Then we feed h i to softmax function to calculate the final importance scores
C. MEMORY CELL
In this work, we study four strategies to encode the input sentence in the memory cell. The first model is Cnn_MemNet which takes word vectors as input to CNN layer in order to compose word context representation and learn local information from words as memory module. The second model is BiLstm_MemNet which takes word vectors as input to BiLSTM layer in order to build the memory. The third model is CnnBiLstm_MemNet which builds a hierarchical neural network by using CNN and BiLSTM for building memory module. The last model is Cnn_BiLstm_MemNet which respectively uses CNN and BiLSTM for building two memory modules and captures local information and sequence information through different modules. For detailed information, please see the following introduction.
Model 1 (Cnn_MemNet):
In the comment: ''This dress is too expensive, but the quality not good'', obviously ''good'' is a positive word, but when we added ''not'' before ''good'', the sentiment polarity of ''quality'' is negative. So capturing local information from input sentence has huge impact to sentiment analysis accuracy. Due to CNN being capable of capturing context information from sequence, we take word vectors as input to CNN layer to compose word context representation and learn local information from words as memory module. An illustration of Cnn_MemNet is given in Figure 4 . Given an input word w i as current word, we employ filters with window sizes h = 3:
Model 2 (BiLstm_MemNet): MemNet [16] simply used the sequence of word vectors as memory, which cannot synthesize phrase-like features in the original sentence. It is straightforward to achieve the goal with the models of RNN family. In this paper, we use Deep Bidirectional LSTM (DBLSTM) [30] for building the memory which records all information to be read in the subsequent modules. At each time step t, the forward LSTM not only outputs the hidden state → h l t at its layer l(
but also maintains a memory
→ c l t inside its hidden cell. The update process at time t is as follows:
where σ and tanh are sigmoid and hyperbolic tangent functions, Figure 5 . 
Model 3 (CnnBiLstm_MemNet):
CNN and BiLSTM are used to build a hierarchical neural network as memory module, which combines both local and sequence information together. Firstly, we embed each word into a low dimension semantic space, and take word vectors as input to CNN layer for the purpose of composing word context representation.
Given an input word w i as current word, filter window size as 3, and the output of CNN is:
Secondly, word context vectors which is the output of CNN are then fed into BiLSTM layer to learn memory representation. The illustration of CnnBiLstm_MemNet is given in Figure 6 .
Model 4 (Cnn_BiLstm_MemNet):
In this model, CNN and BiLSTM are respectively used for building two memory modules, and capturing local information and sequence information through different modules. Firstly, we apply two individual memory network to generate two representations. And then we design a combined strategy to make use of the two representations for training and final prediction. The illustration of Cnn_BiLstm_MemNet is given in Figure 7 .
D. MODEL TRAINING
We apply our model to aspect level sentiment classification under supervised learning framework. Sentence representation d is extracted from the words in the Sentence, and it is a high level representation of the document. The sentiment classifier is built from documents with gold standard sentiment labels.
We use sigmoid to build the classifier because its outputs can be interpreted as conditional probabilities. Softmax is calculated as given in formula 21:
Where C is the category number, p c is predicted probability of sentiment class c. In our model, cross-entropy error between gold sentiment distribution and our model's sentiment distribution is defined as loss function for optimization, where D is the training set.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section we evaluate our approach. Firstly we introduce the experimental setting and then report empirical results.
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETTING
We evaluate the effectiveness of our approach on two datasets from SemEval 2014, one is from Laptop domain and another is from Restaurant domain [4] The statistics of the datasets are summarized in Table 1 . We split each corpus into training and testing sets in the proportion of 8:2. We use the 300-dimensional word embeddings pre-trained by Glove and also use metrics Accuracy which measures the overall sentiment classification performance.
Where T is the numbers of predicted sentiment rating that are identical with gold sentiment ratings, and N is the numbers of documents.
B. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We compare our memory network with several baseline methods for Laptop and Restaurant datasets. (1) Feature+SVM [6] : It extracts some text features such as surface features, lexicon features and parsing features, and train a SVM for sentiment classification.
(2) TD-LSTM [14] : It uses two LSTM networks towards the aspect, and incorporate one attention on the outputs of forward and backward LSTMs (3) MemNet [16] : It applies attention multiple times on the word embeddings, and the last attention's output is fed into softmax for prediction. Obviously, MemNet is a simplistic form of our approach, and it's means memory cell is word embedding.
We use the same Glove word vectors and tune the hyper parameters on the validation sets and use ADAM to update parameters when training. Experimental results are given in Table 2 .
It can be found that feature+SVM outperforms other methods except for CnnBiLstm_MemNet and Cnn_BiLstm_ MemNet on Restaurant datasets, which demonstrates the importance of a powerful feature representation for aspect level sentiment classification. Among five memory network models, Cnn_MemNet, BiLstm_MemNet, CnnBiLstm_MemNet and Cnn_BiLstm_MemNet all perform better than MemNet, which indicates that CNN can extract local feature and BiLstm can learn the long-term dependencies and the positional relation of feature of the whole sentence. Particularly BiLstm_MemNet is a few better than Cnn_MemNet, which explains that BiLstm_MemNet not only synthesize features of word sequences but also preserves local information partially.
C. EFFECTS OF WIDTHS OF CONVOLUTIONAL FILTER
As is shown in Table 3 , the performance by using word context is better than that only using word embedding for sentiment classification. Although LSTM has the ability to capture sequence semantics, CNN can capture local information, like phrase 'not bad'. Noting that word context is heavily dependent on filter size In order to study the effects of word context on sentiment semantic learning, we examine the performance of our model under different filter size and number of filters. The performance of the model for varying widths in CNN layer is presented in Table 3 , and we find that filter size has distinct impact on the ability of CNN to capture word context semantics and the optimal filter size.
D. EFFECTS OF ATTENTION LAYERS
One major setting that affects the performance of our model is the number of attention layers. We evaluate our models with 1 to 8 attention layers. The classification accuracy of model 1, model 2 and model 3 on the restaurant and Laptop datasets are shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9 As can be seen that model 2 achieves the best performance on the two datasets with 5 attention layers. Model 1 achieves the best performance on the restaurant dataset with 7 attention layers, and also achieves the best performance on the Laptop dataset with 6 attention layers. it is proved that using multiple attention layers might be sufficient to capture the sentiment features in complicated cases than using single attention layer. However, the performance is not monotonically increasing with the number of attention layers. For the restaurant dataset, using 8 attention layers is worse than using 7 attention layers in model 1, and using 6 attention layers is worse than using 5 attention layers in model 2. And we can see that the same thing happens on the Laptop dataset. It is because that the model will become more difficult to train and generalize with the complexity increasing.
Based on the above experimental results, we design nine combinatorial strategies to evaluate the effects of attention layers for model 4. For convenience, we use L and R to represent the left and right parts of model 4.
The specific combination strategy and experimental results are shown in Table 4 .
The results demonstrate that suitable combination can effectively improve the performance of the model. For example, the fourth combination method, as shown in Figure 10 , achieves the best performance among five memory network models. All combination methods get better results than model 1, and 6 combination methods get better results than model 2. It is proved that capturing local information and sequence information through different modules is very effective. 
V. CONCLUSION
In the paper, we design four kinds of memory network models under the framework of deep memory network. The first two models respectively use CNN and BiLSTM for building memory module, and it aims to capture local information or sequence information in documents. The next two models use CNN and BiLSTM for building memory module at the same time, and its goal is not only to capture local information, but also to capture sequence information. Experimental results demonstrate that all our models get better performance than MemNet, and the next two models are better than the first two models. It is proven that using CNN and LSTM to build memory modules is effective, which can capture local information and sequence information. Especially, the last model achieves the best result, which means that memory network framework with double memory models is effective and feasible.
